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We consider a ‘‘dispersive’’ evolution equation in a Hilbert space and prove
abstract smoothing effects ‘‘in an incoming region’’ under a Mourre-type condition
‘‘near infinity.’’ For this purpose, we introduce commutator algebras acting on
weighted Sobolev spaces associated with two self-adjoint operators and construct
various time-dependent nonnegative observables with nonpositive Heisenberg
derivative. Our approach is applicable to Schro dinger evolution equations on com-
plete Riemannian manifolds with suitable strictly convex functions near infinity:
(i) asymptotically Euclidean metric with long-range metric perturbation, (ii) confor-
mally compact metric, (iii) generalized scattering metric, (iv) metric of separation of
variables near infinity, etc.
Key Words: commutator algebra; smoothing effect; Schro dinger equation;
dispersive equation; Mourre condition; Riemannian metric.
1. INTRODUCTION
This paper is devoted to the abstract part of our work on what is called
the smoothing effect for dispersive evolution equations on manifolds with
positive density, especially for Schro dinger evolution equations on com-
plete Riemannian manifolds. We are interested in the relationship between
the smoothing effects and the global behavior of the Hamilton flow of the
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principal symbol. Our program is first, to clarify the underlying functional-
analytic structure producing the smoothing effects in an abstract setting;
second, to show the propagation of smoothing effects along the positive
Hamilton flow of the principal symbol in a concrete setting; third, to intro-
duce the subsets of the unit cotangent bundle where there are no smooth-
ing effects, and to determine them modulo null sets in connection with the
trapped orbits. The present article discusses the first part; the rest will be
treated in [7]. The results of a simpler form are announced in [6].
Now let us explain the notion of smoothing effect by considering the free
Schro dinger evolution equation on a complete Riemannian manifold.
Example 1. Let (M, g) be a C complete Riemannian manifold,
+=+g the associated density, 2=2g (0) the LaplaceBeltrami operator.
Since g is complete, 2|C
0
(M) is essentially self-adjoint in the Hilbert space
H=L2 (M, +) ([9]). Denote also by 2 the closure of 2|C
0
(M) by abuse of
notation. Then the solution of the free Schro dinger evolution equation
it u+2u=0, u| t=0=u0 (1.1)
is given by u(t)=eit2u0 if u0 # H.
Consider a C Riemannian metric g on Rd such that g=|dx| 2 outside
a compact set. Then the mapping
L2 (Rd) % u0 [ eit2gu0 # L2loc(R; H 12loc(Rd)) (1.2)
is continuous if and only if there is no complete geodesic that is relatively
compact (cf. [5, Corollary 1.8]). And if this is the case, the following
mappings are all continuous (cf. Craig et al. [2, Theorem 6.3]): for
r=0, 1, ....
(x)&r2 L2 (Rd) % u0 [ tr2eit2gu0 # L2loc([0, ); H (r+1)2loc (Rd)) (1.3)
(x)&r2 L2 (Rd) % u0 [ tr2eit2gu0 # C([0, ); H r2loc(Rd)). (1.4)
Here (x)=(1+|x|2)12. Moreover, the mappings above suitably microlo-
calized along each backwards-nontrapped bicharacteristic are all continuous
even if there are trapped bicharacteristics in another place [2, Theorem 6.3]. We
might say that the decay of (x) produces the increase in regularity of t(D).
As in the example above, we mean by smoothing effect the (microlocal)
increase in regularity of solutions depending both on the spatial decay of
the initial data and on the global behavior of the Hamilton flow. We
analyze the smoothing effects, not globally along each backwards-non-
trapped bicharacteristic as in [2] (in this sense, our work is rougher), but
globally in a microlocal incoming region, which leads to commutator
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algebraic analysis of the abstract smoothing effects: the main functional-
analytic structure there is a Mourre-type condition near infinity. This
condition is enjoyed by a wider class of metrics.
Our results are formulated in the framework of a commutator algebra
generated by a pair of self-adjoint operators X1 and H0 on a Hilbert
space H. In application, H is the L2-space on a C manifold with positive
density, X is a multiplication operator, and H is an elliptic (pseudo-)
differential operator of order m1, satisfying (A1)(A4) below with A=X,
B=1+H and &=1m. We briefly describe, in Section 5, several
Riemannian manifolds (M, g) to which our method is applicable with
H=L2 (M, +g), X=r, H=&2g , m=2, where r # C (M; R) might be a
replacement for the distance function from a fixed point. See [7] for
detailed discussion.
Now we explain our results more precisely, illustrated later by Example 2.
First, we prepare the scale of spaces associated with two self-adjoint
operators. Let H be a Hilbert space, and A, B self-adjoint operators on H
satisfying A1, B1. Put D(t, s)=D(BtAs) (t, s0), S=t, s0 D(t, s);
D(t, s) has a natural Hilbert space structure with the norm &u&D (t, s)=
&BtAsu&. Assume (A1) and (A2) with 0<&1 being fixed throughout this
paper.
(A1) For z  _(A), (z&A)&1 # L(D(B)).
(A2) D(A) & D(B) is dense in D(B1&&); the multiple commutator
adNA B, firstly defined as a quadratic form on D(A) & D(B), is extended to
an operator in L(D(B1&&), D(B0)) inductively on N # N; further,
adNA B # L(D(B
t+1&&), D(Bt)) for every t0 and N # N.
Here ad0A B=B, adA B=[A, B]=AB&BA, ad
N
A B=adA (ad
N&1
A B),
N=1, 2, .... Then S has a natural Fre chet space structure and is dense in
D(t, s) (t, s0); and As, Bt # L(S) (t, s # R) so that D(t, s)=[u # S$;
BtAsu # H] is well-defined for every t, s # R, where S$ is the set of con-
tinuous anti-linear functionals on S (see Appendix A for full discussion).
Set H (t, s)=D(&t, s), m=1&1, 4=B1m.
Second, we introduce a graded algebra of operators b, a # R Q(b, a), acting
on S$=t, s # R H (t, s), and characterized by the mapping properties of the
multiple commutators with A and B, and the greatest subalgebra
b, a # R R(b, a) satisfying [R(b, a), Q(b$, a$)]/Q(b+a&1, b$+a$&1) (see Section 2).
We call them commutator algebras according to Ge rard et al. [10]. We
assume (A3) as a compatibility condition:
(A3) A # Q(0, 1), B # Q(m, 0).
Now we explain the abstract smoothing effects. Let X1 and H0 be
a pair of self-adjoint operators on H, satisfying (A1)(A3) with A=X and
B=1+H, and the following Mourre-type condition ‘‘near infinity.’’
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(A4) There exist R>0, $>0, K>0 such that as a quadratic form on S
the following estimate holds for every real-valued function : # S0 (R) with
supp :/(R, )
:(X)[iH, [iH, X 2]] :(X)
2$2:(X) 42(m&1):(X)&2K:(X) 42m&3:(X). (1.5)
Here 4=(1+H)1m. See the notation at the end of this section for S0 (R).
Introduce
E=4(1&m)2i[H, X] 4(1&m)2 # R(0, 0).
Let f, f1 , g, g1 # C (R; R) such that f (t)=1 for t>>1, f1=1 in a
neighborhood of supp f, supp f1 /(R, ), g=1 in a neighborhood of
(&, &$], g1=1 in a neighborhood of supp g, supp g1 /(&, 0). Then
one of our main results is as follows (a corollary of Theorem 4.1):
Theorem. For a0, b # R, N>>1, =>0, there exists C>0 such that the
following estimate holds: for every t0 and u # S
ta &4 (b+(m&1) a)2f (X) g(E) e&itHu&2
+|
t
0
{a &4(b+(m&1)(a+1))2X&(1+=)2f (X) g(E) e&i{Hu&2 d{
C &4b2Xa2f1 (X) g1 (E) u&2+C(1+ta+1) &4(b&N)2u&2.
The estimate above is an expression of smoothing effects for the evolu-
tion equation:
(t+iH) u(t)=0, u(0)=u.
We interpret the operator f (X) g(E) before e&itHu as the ‘‘restriction to an
abstract incoming region.’’ So we might say that the decay of X produces
the increase in regularity of t4m&1 in the incoming region.
Example 2. Consider the Euclidean case: H = L2 (Rd ), X = (x) ,
H=&2 with A=X, B=1+H, and m=1&=2, where 2 is the (flat)
Laplacian on Rd. It is easy to check (A1)(A2). In fact, S=S(Rd) (the
Schwartz space), D(t, s)=[u # S$(Rd); (1&2)t (x) s u # L2 (Rd)], H (t, s)=
[u # S$(Rd); (D) t (x) s u # L2 (Rd)] (weighted Sobolev spaces), and
4=(D). By the WeylHo rmander calculus with respect to the metric
(x) &2 |dx|2+(!) &2 |d!| 2 (cf. [12, Chap. 18]), (A3) is valid. Moreover,
R(b, a)/Op S((!)b (x)a, (x)&2 |dx|2+(!)&2 |d!|2)/Q(b, a) (see Section 2).
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Since [iH, [iH, X 2]]=8H, (A4) holds for every fixed 0<$<2 without a
cut-off operator :(X). Further,
E=(D)&12 \ x(x) } D+D }
x
(x)+ (D) &12.
In this case, f (X) g(E) in the theorem belongs to Op S(1, (x)&2 |dx|2+
(!) &2 |d!|2), and the total symbol is equal to p(x, !)= f ((x) )
g(2(x(x)) } (!(!))) modulo S((!)&1 (x) &1, (x)&2 |dx|2+(!) &2 |d!|2).
So f (X) g(E) is elliptic in the region R&=[(x, !) # T*Rd"0; |x|>R$,
2(x(x) ) } (!|!| )<&$] with R$>>1. On the other hand, for every (x, !) #
T*Rd"0 there is T>0 such that (x+t!|!|, !) # R& for t &T, which
justifies to call R& an incoming region. So the theorem represents a smoothing
effect in the incoming region, which proves to be crucial because the smoothing
estimate propagates along the positive Hamilton flow. These geometric aspect
will be discussed in a general setting in [7].
Our proof is based on the construction of a time-dependent nonnegative
observable P(t) (t0) with nonpositive Heisenberg derivative with respect
to H in the framework of a commutator algebra:
&(t+iadH) P(t)Q(t)&R(t) (t0);
P(t), Q(t)0 (t0); R(t): an error term.
The algebra b, a # R Q(b, a) proves to be rich enough to admit the treatment of
the time-dependent operator Pr (t) (r # R), a substitute for ‘‘(X+t4m&1)r,’’
which plays an important role in this construction.
We now discuss related works.
On the smoothing effects for the Schro dinger evolution equation with
non-flat principal symbol, there are works as follows.
In [17], Kapitanski and Safarov prove that the fundamental solution of
the Schro dinger equation of variable coefficients which are constant outside
a compact set is C for t{0 if there are not trapped bicharacteristics by
using the time decay of local energy for the corresponding wave equation.
In [2], Craig et al. consider the Schro dinger equation of variable coef-
ficients associated with the metric g=dj, k=1 gjk (x) dx
jdxk such that for
all :
|: (gjk (x)&$jk)|C:(x) &{( |:| ), x # Rd.
Here {(k)>k+1. They prove the continuity of the mappings (1.3) and
(1.4) suitably microlocalized along each backwards-nontrapped bicharac-
teristic by using the positive commutator method combined with the global
calculus of pseudodifferential operators on Rd. See also Craig [1].
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In [21], Wunsch considers the Schro dinger equation on a manifold with
boundary equipped with a scattering metric. He introduces the notion of
quadratic-scattering wavefront set, a generalization of the usual wavefront
set, containing information on singularity and growth (or oscillation); and
he proves propagation theorems for this quadratic-scattering wavefront set.
He uses the positive commutator method combined with a new type of
geometric pseudodifferential calculus, called quadratic-scattering calculus
there. See [22] for the study of the trace of the evolution group of the
generalized harmonic oscillator in the same framework.
In [19], Robbiano and Zuily study the microlocal analytic smoothing
effect for the Schro dinger equation in Rd by reducing the equation to a
canonical form in some region by FBI-transformation, and obtain the
results corresponding to [2]. See [20] for the analytic smoothing effect
arising from the oscillating initial data.
In [14], Kajitani and Wakabayashi study the Cauchy problem for the
Schro dinger-type equation under the assumption of the existence of a
global escape function in Rd, and derive the analytic smoothing effect by
conjugating the equation by a pseudodifferential operator of infinite order
to reduce it to the L2-wellposed one. See Kajitani [13] for the Gevrey
smoothing effect in the flat case. In relation to the Cauchy problem for the
Schro dinger-type equation, see, for example, [4] in the H () and L2 cases,
and Kenig et al. [18] for the nonlinear problem.
The smoothing effects are studied also in connection with the classical
dynamics associated with the ‘‘principal symbol’’ containing some part of
the potential symbol. The potential of quadratic order borders the presence
and the absence of the smoothing (Kapitanski and Rodianski [15], Yajima
[24]), and the harmonic oscillator shows the recurrence of singularities
(Zelditch [25], Kapitanski et al. [16], Wunsch [22]). See also Fujiwara
[8], Yajima [23] for the relation to the construction of the fundamental
solution.
We explain the organization of this article. In Section 2, we introduce
commutator algebras b, a # R Q(b, a), and b, a # R R(b, a); we develop a mini-
mum asymptotic calculus on these operator classes, modeled on pseudodif-
ferential calculus and originating from the scattering theory (cf. Derezin ski
and Ge rard [3]). In Section 3, we introduce the time-dependent operator
Pr (t) which we use to construct various operators with nonpositive
Heisenberg derivative in Subsection 4.2. In Subsection 4.1, we state the
main theorems on the abstract smoothing effects, whose proofs we give in
Subsection 4.2. In Section 5, we explain several applications (see [7] for
details). In Appendix A, we discuss the scale of spaces associated with two
self-adjoint operators A and B; in Appendix B, we show a continuity
property of e&itB.
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Corrections. It is relevant here to correct some errors in [6] to avoid
confusion.
(1) Page XX-6, line 2. H (t, s)=D(&t, s) instead of H (t, s)=D(mt, s).
(2) Page XX-7, line 4 from below, and p. XX-11, line 12 from below.
Correct the conditions on : according to (A4) in this article.
(3) Page XX-8, line 7. supp g/(&, &$1) instead of supp g$/
(&$2 , &$1).
(4) Page XX-8, line 13. The function / should be modified near t=L
so that / # C.
(5) Page XX-13. Page numbers of Ref. [Do2] should be pp. 679706
instead of pp. 128.
Notation. N=[1, 2, 3, ...]; Z=[0, \1, \2, ...]; Z+=[0, 1, 2, ...];
R+=(0, ).
For topological vector spaces X, Y, L(X, Y) denotes the set of all
continuous linear operators from X to Y, and L(X)=L(X, X). For a
closable operator T, Cl(T ) denotes the closure of T.
Knowledge about pseudodifferential operators is not necessary, but
helpful; see [12, Chap. 18].
For x # Rd, (x) =(1+|x| 2)12.
The space of rapidly decreasing functions, or the Schwartz space, on
Rd is denoted by S(Rd).
Sm (Rd)=S((x) m, (x) &2 |dx|2) (m # R) is the set of all f # C (Rd)
satisfying, for every k=0, 1, ...,
| f |k, Sm= :
|:| k
sup
x # Rd
(x) |:| &m |:x f (x)|<.
It has a Fre chet space structure with seminorms: | } | k, Sm , k # Z+ . Write
fn  f weakly in S m (Rd) if [ fn] is bounded in S m (Rd) and converges to
f # Sm (Rd) in C (Rd).
For functions f, g on a topological space, write f//g if g=1 in a
neighborhood of supp f.
For I/R, /I denotes the function defined by /I (t)=1 (t # I ) and
/I (t)=0 (t  I ).
For open subsets U, V of a topological space, write U//V if U is
compact and included in V.
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2. COMMUTATOR ALGEBRAS
As in Section 1, let A1 and B1 be self-adjoint operators on a
Hilbert space H, and assume only (A1) and (A2) with 0<&=1m1.
Set D(t, s)=D(BtAs) (t, s0), S=t, s0 D(t, s). Then (i)(vi) follow from
Appendix A.
(i) S has a natural Fre chet space structure, and is dense in D(t, s)
(t, s0) (Lemma A.5).
(ii) As, Bt # L(S) (t, s # R) so that D(t, s)=[u # S$; BtAsu # H] is
well-defined for every t, s # R, where S$ is the set of continuous anti-linear
functionals on S (Definition A.9).
(iii) S is dense in D(t, s) (t, s # R) (Proposition A.11).
(iv) (D(t, s))$ D (&t, &s) (Proposition A.12).
(v) If f # S* (R), then f (A) # L(D(t, s), D(t, s&*)), f (B) # L(D(t, s),
D(t&*, s)) (Proposition A.14).
(vi) D(t, s)=[u # S$; AsBtu # H] (Proposition A.16).
All facts are reduced to the formula (a.1) and the resolvent estimates
(a.2) and (a.4). Set H (t, s)=D(&t, s), m=1&1, 4=B1m.
Remark. Taking account of Example 2 in the Introduction, we might
call H (t, s) weighted Sobolev spaces also in the abstract setting.
We start by introducing a graded algebra b, a # R P(b, a) to simplify the
notation.
Definition 2.1. P(b, a) is the set of all P # L(S) & L(S$) such that
P # L(H (t+b, s+a), H (t, s)) for every t, s # R. P(b, a) has a natural Fre chet
space structure by interpolation (see Lemma A.17 for the characterization
in terms of the multiple commutators with A and B).
Now we introduce the commutator algebra b, a # R Q(b, a).
Definition 2.2. Q(b, a) is the set of all P # P(b, a) such that for every
N # [1, 2, ..., ], L1 , ..., LN # [A, B]
adL1 } } } adLN P # P
(b+;m&N, a+:&N).
Here :=*[1 jN; L j=A], ;=*[1 jN; Lj=B]. Q(b, a) has a
natural Fre chet space structure.
The next lemma follows directly from the definition.
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Lemma 2.3. (1) If Pj # Q(bj , aj) ( j=1, 2), then P1P2 # Q(b1+b2 , a1+a2).
(2) If P # Q(b, a), then P* # Q(b, a).
Since the algebra generated by A, B is too small, the ‘‘dual object’’ Q(b, a)
is too big to develop suitable asymptotic calculus; we could not expect that
[Q(b, a), Q(b$, a$)]/Q(b+b$&1, a+a$&1). So, we shall consider a subalgebra.
Definition 2.4. R(b, a) is the set of all P # Q(b, a) such that for every
d, c # R, Q # Q(d, c)
adP Q # Q(b+d&1, a+c&1).
The lemma below follows easily from the definition.
Lemma 2.5. (1) If Pj # R(bj , aj) ( j=1, 2), then P1P2 # R(b1+b2 , a1+a2).
(2) If P # R(b, a), then P* # R(b, a).
(3) If Pj # R(bj , aj) ( j=1, 2), then [P1 , P2] # R(b1+b2&1, a1+a2&1).
Hereafter, we assume (A3) in addition to (A1) and (A2).
(A3) A # Q(0, 1), B # Q(m, 0), that is, for every N # [0, 1, ...], L0 , ..., LN #
[A, B]
adLN } } } adL1 L0 # P
(;m&N, :&N).
Here :=*[0 jN; Lj=A], ;=*[0 jN; L j=B].
Remark. By Definition 2.4, (A3) implies that A # R(0, 1), B # R(m, 0).
Example. Let us reconsider the Euclidean case (see Example 2 in
Section 1), and explain the relation
R(b, a)/Op S((!)b (x) a, (x) &2 |dx|2+(!) &2 |d!|2)/Q(b, a).
The right inclusion is due to the WeylHo rmander calculus associated with
the metric (x) &2 |dx|2+(!) &2 |d!| 2; the left to (a variant of) R. Beals’
characterization of pseudodifferential operators (cf. [3, Theorem D.8.2],
where the characterization with respect to the metric (x) &2 |dx|2+|d!|2 is
given). The three operator classes are different. For example, define
J # L(S) & L(S$) by Ju(x)=u(&x). Then the operator J(D) b (x) a
belongs to Q(b, a) but not to Op S((!) b (x) a, (x) &2 |dx|2+(!) &2 |d!|2);
the operator P=(D) b (x) a&1 x1 belongs to Op S((!) b (x) a, (x) &2
|dx|2+(!) &2 |d!|2) but not to R(b, a), because J # Q (0, 0) and [P, J]=
2PJ  Q(b&1, a&1). Another example is the Fourier integral operator U(t)
=e&it - &2S acting on L2 (Rd, dx)=L2 ((0, )_S d&1, rd&1 dr d|), where
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2S is the LaplaceBeltrami operator, and d| is the density, on the (d&1)-
dimensional unit sphere Sd&1 (d2). Then U(t) # Q (0, 0)"Op (1, (x) &2
|dx|2+(!) &2 |d!|2) if t  2?Z, because 2S commutes with (x) and 2.
We introduce the notion of asymptotic expansion.
Definition 2.6. Let Pj # P(bj , aj), b=b0b1 } } }  &, a=a0
a1 } } }  &. For P # P(b, a), we write Ptj=0 Pj if
P& :
N&1
j=0
Pj # P(bN , aN), N=0, 1, ....
Remark 2.7. If Pj # Q(bj , aj) (respectively R(bj , aj)), b=b0b1 } } } 
&, a=a0a1 } } }  &, and if Ptj=0 Pj , then it follows easily
that
P& :
N&1
j=0
Pj # Q(bN , aN) (respectively R(bN , aN)), N=0, 1, ....
Our minimal calculus is summarized by the three lemmas below.
Lemma 2.8. (1) If f # S* (R), P # Q(b, a), then
f (A) P= :
N&1
j=0
1
j !
(ad jA P) f
( j) (A)+LN( f, A, P),
Pf (A)= :
N&1
j=0
(&1) j
j!
f ( j) (A) ad jA P+RN( f, A, P),
where LN( f, A, P)=RN( f , A, P*)* # P(b&N, a+*&N). More precisely, for
s, t # R, there exist C>0, K # N, M # N, all independent of f, P, such that
&LN( f, A, P)&L(H (t+b&N, s+a+*&N), H (t, s))
C | f |K; S* :
M
j=N
&ad jA P&L(H (t+b&N, s+a), H (t, s)) .
(2) For J # Z+ , Pj # R(bj , aj) ( j=1, 2, ..., J), the following map is
bounded:
S* (R) % f [ adPJ adPJ&1 } } } adP1 f (A) # P
(Jj=1 bj&J, 
J
j=1 aj+*&J).
(3) If f # S * (R), then f (A) # R(0, *); and the following map is bounded:
S* (R)_Q(b, a) % ( f, P) [ LN( f, A, P) # Q(b&N, a+*&N).
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Proof. (1) Let s, t, * # R. Let M # N such that M>*. Let f # S* (R)
and P # Q(b, a). Since [(z&A)&1, W]=(z&A)&1 adA W(z&A)&1 for all
appropriate W, it follows that
(z&A)&1 P= :
M&1
j=0
ad jA P(z&A)
&1& j
+(z&A)&1 adMA P(z&A)
&M, z  _(A).
By (a.1) and (a.2), we have as a form on S
LM ( f, A, P)=
1
2?i | z AAEK f (z)
_(z&A)&1 (adMA P)(z&A)
&M dz 7 dz (2.1)
if *<0 and K=K(t, b, M, *)>>1 (see Lemma A.1 for AAEK f ). If *0,
take fn # C 0 (R) such that fn  f weakly in S
* (R), and apply Lebesgue’s
dominated convergence theorem to the right, and Proposition A.15 to the
left, side of (2.1) with fn replacing f; then we have (2.1) for f # S * (R) if
K=K(t, b, M, *)>>1 because M>max[0, *].
Let us derive a precise estimate; let N # N, and assume M>max[N, *],
MN&*. By Lemma A.1 and Proposition A.14
&z AAEK f (z)
_4tAs(z&A)&1 (adMA P)(z&A)
&M A&(s+a+*&N)4&(t+b&N)&
|z AAEK f (z)| } &4t(z&A)&1 4&t&
_&4tAs(adMA P) A&s&a4&t&b+N&
_&4t+b&NAN&*(z&A)&M 4&t&b+N&
C | f |K+1; S*
|Iz|K
(z) K+1&*
(z) c1
|Iz|1+c1
&adMA P&L(H (t+b&N, s+a), H (t, s))
_
(z) max[N&*, 0]+c2
|Iz| M+c2
C | f |K+1; S* &adMA P&L(H (t+b&N, s+a), H (t, s))
1
(z)2+M&max[N, *]
.
Here K # N, C, c1 , c2>0 are independent of f, P; and K is large enough.
Thus
&LM( f, A, P)&L(H (t+b&N, s+a+*&N), H (t, s))
C$ | f |K+1; S * &adMA P&L(H (t+b&N, s+a), H (t, s)) .
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Since
LN( f, A, P)= :
M&1
j=N
1
j !
(ad jA P) f
( j)(A)+LM( f, A, P),
we obtain by Proposition A.14
&LN( f, A, P)&L(H (t+b&N, s+a+*&N), H (t, s))
C" | f |K$; S * :
M
j=N
&ad jA P&L(H (t+b&N, s+a), H (t, s)) .
(2) By Proposition A.14,
S*(R) % f [ f (A) # P(0, *)
is bounded. Suppose that the assertion is verified for JN&1. Let
Pj # R(bj , aj) ( j=1, 2, ..., N). Write
&adP1 f (A)= :
N&1
n=1
1
n !
(adnA P1) f
(n)(A)+LN( f, A, P1).
By virtue of (1),
S*(R) % f [ LN( f, A, P1) # P(b1&N, a1+*&N)
is bounded. By the inductive assumption,
S*(R) % f [ adPN adPN&1 } } } adP2((ad
n
A P1) f
(n)(A))
# P(
N
j=1 bj&n&(N&1), 
N
j=1 aj+(*&n)&(N&1))
is bounded. Combining the both facts completes the proof.
(3) Let f # S*(R). By (2), f (A) # Q(0, *). Then (1) and Remark 2.7
imply that LN( f, A, P) # Q(b&N, a+*&N) for every P # Q(b, a), whose special
case N=1 implies f (A) # R(0, *).
Let p be a continuous seminorm of Q(b&N, a+*&N). Then there is N$ # N,
N$>N such that p extends to a continuous seminorm of P(b&N$, a+*&N$).
So the map S *(R)_Q(b, a) % ( f, P) [ p(LN$( f, A, P)) # R is continuous by
(1). On the other hand, S*(R)_Q(b, a) % ( f, P) [ ad jA Pf ( j)(A) # Q(b& j, a+*& j)
is continuous by (2). Since LN( f, A, P)=N$&1j=N (1j !) ad
j
A Pf
( j)(A)+
LN$( f, A, P), the map S *(R)_Q (b, a) % ( f, P) [ p(LN( f, A, P)) # R is con-
tinuous, which completes the proof because p is arbitrary. K
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Lemma 2.9. If f # S*(R), then f (B) # R(*m, 0); and the following map is
bounded:
S*(R)_Q(b, a) % ( f, P) [ LN( f, B, P) # Q(b+m*&N, a&N).
Proof. The proof goes similarly to that of Lemma 2.8 by taking three
steps. K
Lemma 2.10. Let E=E* # R(0, 0).
(1) For z  _(E), (z&E)&1 # L(S). Further for t, s # R, K>0, there
exist C=C(t, s, K)>0, *=*(t, s, K)0 such that
&(z&E)&1&L(H (t, s))C |Iz|&1&*, z  _(E), |z|K.
(2) If f # C near _(E), then f (E) # R(0, 0); and the following map is
bounded:
C 0 (R)_Q
(b, a) % ( f, P) [ LN( f, E, P) # Q(b&N, a&N).
Proof. (1) As in the proof of Lemma A.6 (or even simpler, in fact), we
obtain (z&E)&1 # L(H (t, 0)) and (z&E)&1 # L(H (0, s)) (z  _(E));
&(z&E)&1&L(H (t, 0))C |Iz| &1&|t|, z # U=[z # C; 0<dist(z, _(E))<1].
Let s0, t # R, and put N=[s]+1. Then for z  _(E)
As(z&E)&1 A&s= :
N&1
j=0
(&1) j (z&E)&1& j (ad jE A
s) A&s
+(&1)N (z&E)&N adNE A
s(z&E)&1 A&s,
and hence (z&E)&1 # L(H (t, s)). Further there are C, C$>0 such that for
every z # U
&(z&E)&1&L(H (t, s)) C :
N
j=0
&(z&E)&1&1+ jL(H (t, 0))
C$ |Iz|&(1+N)(1+|t| ).
(2) The proof goes similarly to that of Lemma 2.8 by taking three
steps. In fact, it is simpler because the integration is done over a compact
set. K
Lemma 2.11. Let T # [A, B, E; E=E* # R(0, 0)]. If ( f1 , f2 , P) varies in
a bounded set of S*1(R)_S *2(R)_Q(b, a) such that f1 f2=0, then so does
f1(T ) Pf2(T ) in P(&, &)=n # N P(&n, &n).
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Proof. Since f1(T ) Pf2(T )=LN( f1 , T, P) f2(T ) for every N # N,
Lemmas 2.82.10 complete the proof. K
3. THE PARAMETER-DEPENDENT OPERATOR Pr(t)
In this section, we make a little generalization of the preceding calculus
to admit the parameter-dependent operator A+=A++ (+0). We preserve
the notation in Section 2 with the assumptions (A1)(A3).
Lemma 3.1. Let r # R and N # Z+ . For P # Q(b, a), set
A&r+ PA
r
+ = :
N&1
j=0 \
&r
j + ad jA PA& j+ +Lr, N, +(P)
= :
N&1
j=0 \
r
j+ (&1) j A& j+ ad jA P+Rr, N, +(P).
Then for every t, s # R, there exists C>0, independent of P # Q(b, a) and
+0, such that
&Lr, N, +(P)&L(H (t+b&N, s+a&N), H (t, s))
C :
M
j=N
&ad jA P&L(H (t+b&N, s+a), H (t, s)) ,
where M is the smallest integer satisfying M>N+|r|. Moreover, for
every continuous seminorm p of Q(b&N, a&N), the seminorm Q(b, a) % P [
sup+0 p(Lr, N, +(P)) # R is continuous. In particular, for every bounded set K
of Q(b, a), [Lr, N, +(P)]+0, P # K is bounded in Q(b&N, a&N). The statements
hold if Rr, N, + replaces Lr, N, + .
Proof. As in the proof of Lemma 2.8(1), approximating (z++)&r by
(z++)&r e&=z (=>0), and letting =  0, we have for P # Q(b, a)
Lr, M, +(P) u=
1
2?i |# (z++)
&r (z&A)&1 (adMA P)(z&A)
&M Ar+u dz,
u # S.
Here #: R  C is defined by #(t)=12&ei?4t (t0), #(t)=12+e&i?4t
(t0); and the integral is convergent in S by virtue of (a.2). Let s, t, * # R,
N # N. By Proposition A.14, we have for z # #(R),
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&(z++)&r } (z&A)&1 (adMA P)(z&A)
&M Ar+ &L(H (t+b&N, s+a&N), H (t, s))
=&4tAs(z++)&r (z&A)&1 (adMA P)(z&A)&M Ar+
_A&(s+a&N)4&(t+b&N)&
&4t(t&A)&1 4&t& }&4tAs(adMA P) A
&s&a4&t&b+N&
_&4t+b&N |z++| &r A r+A
N(z&A)&M 4&t&b+N&
C |z|&1 | f+, z |K; S0 &adMA P&L(H (t+b&N, s+a), H (t, s))
C$ |z|&(1+M&N&|r| ) &adMA P&L(H (t+b&N, s+a), H (t, s)) .
Here f+, z(t)=:(t) |z++| &r (t++)r tN(z&t)&M with : # C(R) satisfying
:(t)=1 (t>78) and :(t)=0 (t<34); C, C$>0 and K # N are inde-
pendent of z # #(R), P # Q(b, a), and +0. Thus,
&Lr, M, +(P)&L(H (t+b&N, s+a&N), H (t, s))C" &adMA P&L(H (t+b&N, s+a), H (t, s))
with C">0 independent of +0 and P. Since
Lr, N, +(P)= :
M&1
j=N \
&r
j + ad jA PA& j+ +Lr, M, +(P),
we obtain
&Lr, N, +(P)&L(H (t+b&N, s+a&N), H (t, s))C$$$ :
M
j=N
&ad jA P&L(H (t+b&N, s+a), H (t, s))
with another constant C$$$>0 independent of + and P.
Let p be a continuous seminorm of Q(b&N, a&N). Then there exists
N$ # N, N$N, such that P(b&N$, a&N$) % P [ p(P) # R is continuous. So
Q(b, a) % P [ sup+0 p(Lr, N$, +(P)) # R is continuous. On the other hand,
since [A& j+ ]+0 is bounded in Q
(0, &N) if jN, we get Q(b, a) % P [
N$&1j=N sup+0 p(ad
j
A PA
& j
+ ) # R is continuous. Therefore Q
(b, a) % P [
sup+0 p(Lr, N, +(P)) # R is continuous.
Finally, remark that Rr, N, +(P)=L&r, N, +(P*)*. K
Let , # C0 ((12, 1)) such that ,0, and ,0; set 8*=,(4*). Clearly,
8*=0 if *<1, and 8*8+=0 if *+  (12, 2). Further
|

0
*b8*u
d*
*
=|

0
*b,(1*)
d*
*
} 4bu, u # S. (3.1)
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Lemma 3.2. (1) Let (P*)*1 be a bounded family of L(H) such that
the mapping [1, ) % * [ P*u # H is continuous for every u # H. For L1,
define P(L) # L(H) by P(L) u=L1 P*u(d**) (u # H). Assume
sup
+1
|

1
&P**P+&12
d*
*
M; sup
+1
|

1
&P*P*+&12
d*
*
M.
Then &P(L)&M(L1), and for every u # H, P(L) u converges strongly in
H as L  .
(2) Let (P*)* # 1 be a family of P(b, a) (resp. Q(b, a)) such that the map-
ping [1, ) % * [ P* u # S is continuous for every u # S. Assume that with
some =>0, [( |*+|+|+*| )= P*8+]*, +1 and [( |*+|+ |+*| )= P**8+]*, +1
are bounded in P(b, a) (resp. Q(b, a)). For L1, define P(L) # P(b, a) (resp.
Q(b, a)) by P(L) u=L1 P* u(d**) (u # S). Then there is P # P
(b, a) (resp.
Q(b, a)) such that for every u # H (t+b, s+a), limL   &Pu&P(L) u&H (t, s)=0
(resp. for every n=0, 1, ..., Lj # R(bj , aj) ( j=1, 2, ..., n), and u # H (t$, s$) with
t$=t+b+nj=1 bj&n, s$=s+a+
n
j=1 a j&n, limL   &adL1 adL2 } } }
adLn(P&P(L)) u&H (t, s)=0.)
Remark. Write simply P=1 P*(d**).
Remark. In (2), the operator P remains in a bounded set of P(b, a) (resp.
Q(b, a)) if (P*)*1 varies in such a manner that [( |*+|+ |+*| )= P*8+]*, +1
and [( |*+| + |+*| )= P**8+ ]*, +  1 are uniformly bounded in P(b, a)
(resp. Q(b, a)).
Proof. (1) This is a standard lemma on sums of almost orthogonal
operators (cf. [12, Lemma 18.6.5]).
(2) Since the proof is essentially the same, we shall consider only the
P(b, a) case. Denote by C>0 various constant independent of *, *$, +1.
Since
&P*&L(H (b+t, a+s), H (t, s)) C |

1
&P*8+&L(H (b+t, a+s), H (t, s))
d+
+
C |

1
((*+)+(+*))&=
d+
+
C<,
(P*)*1 is bounded in P(b, a). So P(L) # P(b, a) is well-defined for L1.
Put Q*=4t&bAs&aP*A&s4&t. Since [(++$)N 8+4t&bAs&a8+$ Aa&s4b&t;
+, +$1, ++$  (12, 2)] is bounded in P(&, &) for every N>0 by
Lemma 2.11, so is [( |++$|+|+$+| )2 8+4t&bAs&a8+$ Aa&s4b&t; +, +$1]
in Q(0, 0). Thus
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&8+Q*&C |

1
&8+4t&bAs&a82+$P*A
&s4&s&
d+$
+$
C |

1
&8+4t&bAs&a8+$Aa&s4b&t&
_&4t&bAs&a8+$P* A&s4&t&
d+$
+$
C |

1
((++$)+(+$+))&2 ((*+$)+(+$*))&=
d+$
+$
C((*+)+(+*))&=.
Therefore
&Q**Q*$&C |

1
&8+ Q*& &8+Q*$&
d+
+
C |

1
((+*)+(*+))&= ((*$+)+(+*$))&=
d+
+
C((**$)+(*$*))&=2.
The same estimate holds for &Q*Q**$&. By virtue of (1), P(L) u converges
strongly in H (t&b, s&a) as L   for each u # H (t, s). For u # S$, define
Pu=limL   P(L) u in H (t&b, s&a) if u # H (t, s). Then P # P(b, a) is well-
defined and satisfies all the properties. K
It is relevant here to introduce time-dependent operator classes.
Definition 3.3. For Op=P(b, a) or Q(b, a), the space B([0, ); Op) is
the set of all bounded families (P(t))t0 of Op such that P( } ) u #
C([0, ); S) for every u # S.
Now we introduce the time-dependent operator Pr(t) as a replacement
for (A+t4m&1)r.
Definition 3.4. For r # R, t0, define
Pr(t)=|

1
8*(A+t*m&1)r 8*
d*
*
. (3.2)
Remark. We need a time-dependent operator corresponding to the
pseudodifferential operator with Weyl symbol ((x) +t(!) m&1)r in the
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Euclidean case, and obeying some commutator calculus corresponding to
the WeylHo rmander calculus associated with the symbol spaces
S(((x) +t(!) m&1)r (!) b (x) a, (x) &2 |dx|2+(!) &2 |d!|2) (r, b, a # R)
with uniformity on t0. From this viewpoint, Pr(t) seems simpler to adopt
than (A+t4m&1)r because the commutator calculus to be established is
reduced to Lemmas 3.1 and 3.2 in the former case.
If r0, (Ar+)+0 is bounded in Q
(0, r); hence Pr(t) # B([0, ); Q(0, r)) by
Lemma 3.2.
If r0, write Ar+=A
r(A++)r (Ar++r)&1++r(A++)r (Ar++r)&1=
a1(+, A)++ra2(+, A). Then (a1(+, A))+0 is bounded in Q(0, r), and
(a2(+, A))+0 in Q(0, 0). Using this decomposition, we have
Pr(t) # B([0, ); Q(0, r))+trB([0, ); Q((m&1) r, 0)), (3.3)
that is, Pr(t)=P1, r(t)+trP2, r(t) with P1, r(t) # B([0, ); Q0, r)) and P2, r(t)
# B([0, ); Q((m&1) r, 0)). For u # S,
t Pr(t) u=r |

1
*m&18*(A+t*m&1)r&1 8* u
d*
*
.
Using the decomposition of Ar+ if r0 and that of A
r&1
+ if r1, we have
t Pr(t) # B([0, ); Q(m&1, r&1))+trB([0, ); Q((m&1)(r+1), &1)) if r0;
t Pr(t) # B([0, ); Q(m&1, r&1))+tr&1B([0, ); Q((m&1) r, 0)) if r1;
t Pr(t) # B([0, ); Q(m&1, r&1)) if r1.
(3.4)
Further, for r0, there are constants C, C$>0 such that as a form on S
C(Ar+tr4(m&1) r)Pr(t)C$(Ar+tr4(m&1) r), t0. (3.5)
This follows from the lemma below.
Lemma 3.5. For a, b # R, put Pb, a=1 *
b |Aa28* |2 (d**). Then for
every N>>1, there are C, C$>0 such that as a form on S
|4b2Aa2|2CPb, a+C$ |4&NA&N| 2.
If a0, there is C>0 such that
|4b2Aa2|2CPb, a .
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Proof. In general, [*b$[Aa$, 8*]; *1] is bounded in Q (b$&1, a$&1) by
Lemmas 2.9 and 2.10; so is [*N+NQ1, *8*Q2, *8+ ; *, +1, *+  (12, 2)]
in P(&, &) for every N>0 if (Qj*)*1 are bounded in some Q(b$, a$) by
Lemma 2.11. Hence Lemma 3.2 is applicable to the bounded family
(*b |[Aa2, 8*]| 2)*1 of Q(b&2, a&2) and gives 1 *
b |[Aa2, 8*]|2 (d**) #
Q(b&2, a&2). So we have as a form on S
|4b2Aa2|2=c |

1
*b |8*Aa2| 2
d*
*
2cPb, a+2c |

1
*b |[Aa2, 8*]|2
d*
*
2cPb, a+C$0 |4(b&2)2A(a&2)2| 2.
Repeating this argument and observing that Pb$, a$Pb, a if b$b and
a$a, we obtain
|4b2Aa2|2 :
N&1
j=0
CjPb&2 j, a&2 j+C$N |4(b&2N)2A(a&2N)2|2
CPb, a+C$N |4(b&2N)2A(a&2N)2| 2.
Here c, C, Cj , C$j>0, and N # N, N>>1, which proves the first part. For
the second part, remark that Pb, aC$4b with some C$>0 if a0. K
4. ABSTRACT SMOOTHING EFFECT
4.1. Main Theorems
Let X and H be two self-adjoint operators on a Hilbert space H satisfy-
ing (A1)(A3) with A=X1 and B=H+11. Put 4=B1m. We
preserve the notation in Sections 2 and 3. Let us assume the Mourre-type
condition in addition to (A1)(A3):
(A4) there exist R>0, $>0, K>0 such that as a quadratic form on
S the following estimate holds for every real-valued function : # S0(R)
with supp :/(R, ):
:(X)[iH, [iH, X 2]] :(X)
2$2:(X) 42(m&1):(X)&2K:(X) 42m&3:(X). (4.1)
Define the operator E # R(0, 0) by
E=4(1&m)2i[H, X] 4(1&m)2.
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Then it follows from (A1)(A3) that
[iH, E]& 12X
&141&m[iH, [iH, X2]]+X&14m&1E2 # R(m&2, &2). (4.2)
The assumption (A4) is used in the Key Lemma 4.3 through this relation.
For functions f and g on R, write f//g if g=1 in a neighborhood of
supp f.
Now let us state our main theorems.
Theorem 4.1. Let a0, b, b$ # R. Let f, g, f1 , g1 , h # S 0(R) such that
/[R$, ) //f//f1 ///[R, ) , /(&, &$$) //g//g1 ///(&, 0) (resp.
/[$$, ) //g//g1 ///(0, )), supp h/(L&1, ) with some R$>R, 0<
$$<$, and L=(K($2&($$)2))m, where R, K, and $ are the constants in
(A4). Then for every 0ra there exists C>0 such that the following
estimates hold: for every t0 (resp. t0) and u # S
|t| r &Wr e&itHu&2+ } |
t
0
|{| r &Wr+1e&i{Hu&2 d{ }
C &4b2Xa2f1(X) g1(E) h(H) u&2+C(1+|t| r+1) &4b$2h(H) u&2.
(4.3)
Here
W\ =4(b+(m&1) \)2X (a&\)2f (X) g(E) h(H) (0\<a+1);
Wa+1=4(b+(m&1)(a+1))2X&(1+=)2f (X) g(E) h(H)
(0<=<<1: arbitrarily fixed ).
Remark. By Proposition B.1, e&itHu # C(R; S) for u # S.
Remark. The theorem in Section 1 follows from Theorem 4.1 by
Lemma 2.11.
Theorem 4.2. Let a0, b, b$ # R. Let f, g, h, f1 , g1 , h1 # S0(R) such
that /[R$, ) //f//f1 ///[R, ) , /(&, &$$] //g//g1 ///(&, 0) (resp.
/[$$, ) //g//g1 ///(0, )), /[L$&1, ) //h//h1 ///[L&1, ) with
some R$>R, 0<$$<$, and L$>L=(K($2&($$)2))m, where R, K and $
are the constants in (A4). Let u # H (b$2, 0). Assume that f1(X) g1(E) h1(H) u
# H (b2, a2). Then for every r # [0, a]
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|t| r2 Wre&itHu # C([0, ); H);
|t| r2Wr+1e&itHu # L2loc([0, ); H)
(resp. |t| r2 Wre&itHu # C((&, 0]; H);
|t| r2 Wr+1e&itHu # L2loc((&, 0]; H)).
Here W\ (0\a+1) are the same as in Theorem 4.1. Moreover the
estimate (4.3) holds for every t0 (resp. t0) with C>0 independent of u
and t.
4.2. Proofs
Since the proofs are parallel, we shall treat only the first cases of the
theorems.
Let $, R, K>0 be the constants in (A4). Let F(R) be the set of all
f # C (R) such that f $0, - f, - f $ # C(R), supp f/(R, ), f (t)=1 if
tR$ with some R$>R. Let G($1 , $2) (0<$1<$2<$) be the set of all
g # C(R) such that g$0, - g, - & g$ # C(R), supp g/(&, &$1),
and that g(t)=1 if t&$2 .
Recall Section 3 (where A=X and B=H+1). For r # R, t0, define
Pr(t)=|

1
8*(X+t*m&1)r 8*
d*
*
(Definition 3.4).
Clearly, P0(t)=1 ,(1*)
2 (d**) Id. For r0,
Pr(t) # B([0, ); Q (0, r))+trB([0, ); Q((m&1) r, 0)), (4.4)
t Pr(t) # B([0, ); Q(m&1, r&1))+trB([0, ); Q((m&1)(r+1), &1)), (4.5)
C&1(X r+tr4(m&1) r)Pr(t)C(X r+tr4(m&1) r), t0. (4.6)
Define Pr(t; Q)=Q*Pr(t) Q.
Now we are ready to state the key lemma.
Key Lemma 4.3. Let a, r0, b # R. Let  # Sa(R) such that 0,
$0, -  # S a2(R), - $ # S (a&1)2(R). Let f, f # F(R) and g, g~ # G($1 , $2)
such that f//f , g//g~ . Let h # S0(R) such that supp h/(L&1, ) with
L=(K($2&$22))
m. Put $0=$1 2m&1. Then for every N>0, there is C>0
such that the following commutator estimate holds for every t0 as a quad-
ratic form on S:
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&(t+iadH) Pr($0 t; 4b2(f )(X)12 g(E)12 h(H))
$1Pr($0t; 4(b+m&1)2($f )(X)12 g(E)12 h(H))
&CPr($0 t; 4(b+m&2)2X (a&2)2f (X)12 g~ (E)12 h(H))
&C(1+tr) |4&NX&Nh(H)|2. (4.7)
Proof. We shall use Lemmas 2.82.10 and Lemma 3.1 as a basic
calculus. By abuse of notation, denote by R*(t) various terms such that
(R*(t))t0, *1 is bounded in Q(b+m&2, a&2). Put f+(t)=(t++)r (t) f (t).
Write f $+(t)=(t++)r 3j=1 fj, +(t)
2 with f1, +(t)=r12(t++)&12 (f )12 (t),
f2, +(t)=($f )12 (t), f3, +(t)=(f $)12 (t).
Calculate as a form on S: with +=$0t*m&1, and X+=X++,
&iadH |X r2+ 8*4
b2(f )(X )12 g(E)12| 2
=&8*[iH, f+(X ) g(E)] 4b8*+X r+R*(t)
=8*([&iH, f+(X )] g(E) 4b+ f+(X)[&iH, g(E)] 4b) 8*+X r+R*(t)
=8*((I )+(II )) 8*+X r+R*(t).
Here all terms containing one commutator in addition to adH are collec-
tively represented by X r+R*(t) because [X
&r
+ adH |X
r2
+ 8* 4
b2(f )(X )12
g(E)12| 2; t0, *1] is bounded in Q(b+m&1, a&1). This applies also to the
calculation
(I )=&X r+ :
3
j=1
f j, +(X )2 [iH, X] g(E) 4b+X r+R*(t)
=&X r+ :
3
j=1
fj, +(X )2 4m&1Eg(E) 4b+X r+R*(t)
=&4(b+m&1)2X r2+ \ :
3
j=1
fj, +(X ) Eg(E) fj, +(X)+ X r2+ 4(b+m&1)2
+X r+R*(t),
R8*(I ) 8* $1 :
3
j=1
| g(E)12 X r2+ fj, +(X ) 4
(b+m&1)28* | 2+X r+R*(t)
= :
3
j=1
(III ) j+X r+R*(t),
(III )2=$1 |X r2+ 8*4
(b+m&1)2($f )(X )12 g(E)12|2+X r+ R*(t),
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(III )1=r$1 |4(b+m&1)28*X (r&1)2+ (f )(X )
12 g(E)12|2+X r+R*(t)
r$1(*2)m&1 |8*4b2X (r&1)2+ (f )(X )
12 g(E)12|2
+X r+R*(t)
=r$0*m&1 |X (r&1)2+ 8*4
b2(f )(X )12 g(E)12|2+X r+R*(t)
=t |X r2+ 8*4
b2(f )(X )12 g(E)12| 2+X r+R*(t).
Put p+(t)=- t&1f+(t), q(t)=- & g$(t), and continue our calculation: by
virtue of (4.2)
(II)=& f+(X )[iH, g(E)] 4b=&f+(X)[iH, E] g$(E) 4b+X r+R*(t)
=& f+(X )( 12X
&141&m[iH, [iH, X2]]&X &14m&1E2) g$(E) 4b
+X r+R*(t)
=p+(X )2 ( 12 4
1&m[iH, [iH, X2]]&4m&1E 2) q(E)2 4b+X r+R*(t)
=4(b+1&m)2q(E) p+(X ) 12 [iH, [iH, X
2]] p+(X ) q(E) 4(b+1&m)2
&4(b+m&1)2p+(X ) E 2q(E)2 p+(X ) 4 (b+m&1)2+X r+R*(t),
R(II )4(b+1&m)2q(E) p+(X )($242m&2&K42m&3)
_p+(X ) q(E) 4(b+1&m)2
&$224
(b+m&1)2p+(X ) q(E)2 p+(X) 4(b+m&1)2+X r+R*(t)
=4(b+m&1)2q(E) p+(X )($2&$22&K4
&1)
_p+(X ) q(E) 4(b+m&1)2+X r+R*(t).
Take h # S0(R), h 0, h//h , supp h /(L&1, ). Then h (H)2 ($2&$22&
K4&1)0; hence
h (H) R(II ) h (H)4(b+m&1)2q(E) p+(X ) h (H)2 ($2&$22&K4
&1)
_p+(X ) q(E) 4(b+m&1)2+X r+R*(t)X
r
+R*(t).
Combining these estimates, we have obtained
&(t+iadH) |X r2+ 8*4
b2(f )(X )12 g(E)12 h (H)|2
$1 |X r2+ 8*4
(b+m&1)2($f )(X )12 g(E)12 h (H)|2+X r+R*(t). (4.8)
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Set G*=8 * f (X )12 g~ (E)12 h(H), where 8 * is similarly defined as 8* with
, replaced by , # C 0 ((12, 1)) satisfying , 0 and ,//, . Considering G**
(4.8) G* and estimating the error terms by Lemma 2.11, we obtain
&(t+iadH) |X r2+ 8* 4
b2(f )(X)12 g(E)12 h(H)|2
$1 |X r2+ 8*4
(b+m&1)2($f )(X )12 g(E)12 h(H)|2
&G**X r+R*(t) G*&C(1+t
r) *&N |4&NX&Nh(H)| 2 (4.9)
with C>0. By Lemma 3.2 (2), and (4.6), we have with C$>0
|

1
8 * X r+R*(t) 8 *
d*
*
C$Pr($0 t; 4(b+m&2)2X (a&2)2).
Integrating (4.9) on [1, ) with respect to d** gives (4.7). K
Denote by Op FG=Op FG(R, $1 , $2) the set of operators f 12(X ) g12(E)
with f # F(R) and g # G($1 , $2). For Fj= f 12j (X ) g
12
j (E) # Op FG ( j=1, 2),
write F1 //F2 if f1 //f2 and g1 //g2 .
Let Op(r; b, a) be the set of operators (P(t))t0 such that with
Qj # R(b2, a2) ( j=0, 1, ..., n; n # Z+),
P(t)= :
n
j=0
Pr(t; Q j) # B([0, ); Q(b, a+r))+trB([0, ); Q(b+(m&1) r, a)).
Remark Op(0; b, a) is the set of operators P=nj=0 |Qj |
2 with Qj # R(b2, a2)
( j=0, 1, ..., n; n # Z+).
Lemma 4.4. Let a0, b # R, 0<=<1&a+[a] and N>>1. Put aC=a
if a>0, aC=&= if a=0. Let F, F $ # Op FG such that F//F $. Let
h # S 0(R) such that supp h/(L&1, ) with L=(K($2&$22))
m. Put $0=
$1 2m&1. Then there exist P( } $0) # Op(r; b, a)+Op(0; b, r), and C>0 such
that the following estimates hold for every t0 as a quadratic form on S:
P(t)CPr(t; 4b2X a2F $h(H))
+C(1+tr) |4&NX &Nh(H)| 2; (4.10)
P(t)Pr(t; 4b2Xa2Fh(H)); (4.11)
&(t+iadH) P(t)Pr(t; 4(b+m&1)2X (a
C&1)2Fh(H))
&C(1+tr) |4&NX &1F $h(H)|2
&C(1+tr) |4&NX &Nh(H)| 2. (4.12)
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Proof. For j=0, 1, ..., define ,a, j by
,a, j (t)=ta& j ( j<a);
,a, j (t)=1&t&= ( j>a or j=a=0) with 0<=<1&a+[a];
,a, j (t)=log t ( j=a # N).
Let n # N. Let Fj # Op FG ( j=0, ..., n) such that F=F0 //F1// } } }
//Fn //F $. For j=0, 1, ..., n&1, put
Sr; b, a, j (t)=Pr($0t; 4(b& j)2,a, j (X)12 F jh(H));
Tr; b, a, j (t)=Pr($0t; 4(b+m&1& j)2,$a, j (X)12 Fjh(H)).
By Lemma 4.3,
&(t+iadH) Sr; b, a, j (t)
$1Tr; b, a, j (t)&CUr; b, a, j (t)&C(1+tr) |4&NX&Nh(H)| 2.
Here
Ur; b, a, j (t)=Pr($0 t; 4(b+m& j&2)2X (a& j&2)2Fj+1h(H)) if j<a;
Ur; b, a, j (t)=Pr($0 t; 4(b+m& j&2)2X&1Fj+1h(H))
if j>a or j=a=0;
Ur; b, a, j (t)=Pr($0 t; 4(b+m& j&2)2X ({&2)2F j+1h(H)) if j=a # N.
Here 0<{<1 can be chosen arbitrarily small. Then
Ur; b, a, j (t)C$Tr; b, a, j+1(t), j=0, 1, ..., n&2.
We can check this by considering five cases separately: (i) j<a&1,
(ii) j=a&1 (a # N), (iii) j=[a] (a  N) (iv) j=a # N, (v) j=a=0 or j>a.
We use the condition 0<=<1&a+[a] in the case (iii), and 0<=<1 in
the cases (iv), (v). Take C">1+CC$$1 and define
Pr, b, a(t)= :
n&1
j=0
(C") j Sr; b, a, j (t).
Take n>a+1. Then we have
&(t+iadH) Pr, b, a(t)$1Pr($0 t; 4(b+m&1)2X (a
C&1)2F0h(H))
&C1Pr($0t; 4 (b+m&1&n)2X&1Fnh(H))
&C2(1+tr) |4&NX&Nh(H)|2. (4.13)
If r=0, the proof is complete by Lemma 2.11 if n>>N; see Remark 4.5.
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Suppose r>0. By (4.6),
Pr($0t; 4(b+m&1&n)2x&1Fnh(H))
C3 |4(b+m&1&n)2X (r&2)2Fnh(H)| 2
+C3 tr |4(b+m&1&n+r(m&1))2X &1Fn h(H)| 2.
In view of Remark 4.5 with r, b, a, F0 , Fn replaced by 0, b&n, r, Fn , F $,
there is Q # Op(0; b&n, r) such that
0QC4 |4 (b&n)2X r2F $h(H)| 2+C4 |4&NX &Nh(H)|2;
&iadH Q|4(b&n+m&1)2X (r&1)2Fnh(H)| 2&C5 |4&NX&1F $h(H)|2
&C5 |4&NX&Nh(H)|2.
Put P(t)=MPr, b, a(t)+M2Q with M>>1. Then P(t) satisfies all the
properties. K
Remark 4.5. The proof of Lemma 4.4 with r=0 shows that there exist
Cj>0 satisfying
&iadH Pb, a |4(b+m&1)2X (a
C&1)2F0 h(H)| 2
&C |4(b+m&1&n)2X&1Fn h(H)| 2
&C(1+tr) |4&NX&Nh(H)|2
as a form on S. Here n # N, n>a+1, and
Pb, a= :
n&1
j=0
Cj |4(b& j)2,a, j (X)12 F jh(H)| 2.
Proof of Theorem 4.1. Let F, F $ # Op FG such that F//F $. By
Lemma 4.4, for 0ra, there exists P( } $0) # Op (r; b, a&r)+Op(0, b, r) such
that
P(t)CPr(t; 4b2X (a&r)2F $h(H))
+C(1+tr) |4&NX &Nh(H)|2;
P(t)Pr(t; 4b2X (a&r)2Fh(H));
&(t+iadH) P(t)Pr(t; 4(b+m&1)2X ((a&r)
C&1)2Fh(H))
&C(1+tr) |4&NX &1F $h(H)|2
&C(1+tr) |4&NX &Nh(H)|2.
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Let u0 # S, and put u(t)=e&itHu0 . Then u # C(R; S) by Proposition B.1.
Since
d
dt
(P(t) u(t), u(t))=((t+iadH) P(t) u(t), u(t)),
it follows that
(P(t) u(t), u(t))&|
t
0
(({+iadH) P({) u({), u({)) d{
=(P(0) u(0), u(0)).
Thus,
tr &4(b+(m&1) r)2X (a&r)2Fh(H) u(t)&2
+|
t
0
{r &4(b+(m&1)(r+1))2X ((a&r)C&1)2Fh(H) u({)&2 d{
C$ &4b2Xa2F $h(H) u0&2+C$ &4&NX&Nh(H) u0&2
+C$ |
t
0
(1+{r)(&4&NX&1F $h(H) u({)&2
+&4&NX &Nh(H) u({)&2) d{
C$ &4b2Xa2F $h(H) u0&2+C"(1+tr+1) &4&Nh(H) u0&2.
From this, Theorem 4.1 follows easily. K
For the proof of Theorem 4.2, we need an approximation lemma.
Lemma 4.6. Let fj , gj , hj # S 0(R) ( j=1, 2) such that f1 //f2 , g1 //g2 ,
h1 // h2 . Let :, ; # C0 (R) such that : (0) = ;(0) = 1, and set Jn =
:(Xn) ;(Hn). If u # S$ satisfies that f2(X) g2(E) h2(H) u # H (t, s), then
f1(X) g1(E) h1(H) u # H (t, s), and
lim
n  
& f1(X) g1(E) h1(H)(1&Jn) u&H (t, s)=0.
Proof. By Lemma 2.11, we have P :=f1(X) g1(E) h1(H)(1& f2(X) g2(E)
h2(H)) # P(&, &)=k # N P(&k, &k). Hence
f1(X) g1(E) h1(H) u
= f1(X) g1(E) h1(H) f2(X) g2(E) h2(H) u+Pu # H (t, s).
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Set Pn= f1(X) g1(E) h1(H) Jn(1& f2(X) g2(E) h2(H)). By Lemma 2.11,
(Pn)n # N is bounded in P(&N, &N) for every N # N. On the other hand,
for each v # S, Jnv  v in S as n   by Proposition A.15. By density
argument, it follows that for each v # S$, Pnv  Pv in S as n  . Since
f1(X) g1(E) h1(H) Jn u
= f1(X) g1(E) h1(H) Jn f2(X) g2(E) h2(H) u+Pn u,
we conclude that limn   & f1(X) g1(E) h1(H)(1&Jn) u&H (t, s)=0 by
Proposition A.15. K
Proof of Theorem 4.2. Put un=Jn u # S, where Jn is that in Lemma 4.6.
Take f0 # S 0(R) such that f//f0 //f1 ; take g0 # S0(R) such that g//g0
//g1 . By virtue of Theorem 4.1,
tr &Wre&itHun &2+|
t
0
{r &Wr+1 e&i{Hun &2 d{
C &4b2Xa2f0(X ) g0(E) h(H) un&2+C(1+tr+1) &4b$2h(H) un&2.
(4.14)
Here Wr and Wr+1 are the same as in Theorem 4.1. Replacing un by
un&un$ and applying Lemma 4.6, we see that [tr2Wre&itHun]n # N con-
verges in C0([0, ); H), and that [tr2Wr+1e&itHun]n # N converges in
L2loc([0, ); H). Letting n  , we obtain
tr2Wre&itHu # C0([0, ); H), tr2Wr+1e&itHu # L2loc([0, ); H),
and the estimate (4.14) with un replaced by u, from which the final estimate
(4.3) follows. K
5. APPLICATIONS
In this section, we describe several Riemannian manifolds to which our
commutator algebraic approach is applicable. See [7] for the detailed
discussions.
5.1. Asymptotically Euclidean Metric on Rd
Let g=dj, k=1 gjk(x) dx
jdxk be a C Riemannian metric on M=Rd.
Assume
(i) with C1 : C&1 |dx| 2gC |dx|2 in Rd;
(ii) |:gjk(x)|C:(1+|x| )&|:|, x # Rd for all : # Zd+ , 1 j, kd;
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(iii) there is f # S((x)2, (x) &2 |dx|2), f1, such that Hessg fg
outside a compact set.
Then H=&2g , X=- f satisfy (A1)(A4) with B=1+H, A=X,
m=1&=2.
Remark. The condition (iii)$ implies (iii) with f (x)=1+|x|2:
(iii)$ |i gjk(x)|=o( |x| &1) as |x|   for all 1i, j, kd.
Remark. Craig et al. [2] consider the metric g quoted in the introduc-
tion, and prove that the Hamilton flow is asymptotically linearized and
satisfies suitable estimates as well as all the derivatives, which enables the
analysis of the microlocal smoothing effect along each backwards-non-
trapped orbit. In our approach, the convexity of f dispenses with detailed
analysis of the Hamiltonian flow; consequently, the result is global in the
incoming region but not along each backwards-nontrapped orbit.
5.2. Conformally Compact Metric
Let M be a C compact manifold with boundary M, and let , #
C(M , R) be a defining function of M; that is, M :=M "M=[,>0],
M=[,=0], d,{0 on M. Let g0 be a C  Riemannian metric on M ,
and define the Riemannian metric on M by g=a(,)&2 g0 , where a #
C(R+ , R+). Then g is complete if and only if 10 a(s)
&1 ds= (see, for
example, [5, Lemma A.3]). Put, b(t)=t0t a(s)
&1 ds+1, where t0>
supx # M ,(x). Assume
(i) b(+0)= (i.e., g is complete);
(ii) |a(k)(t)|C$ka(t)(a(t) b(t))&k, 0<t<t0 , for k=1, 2, ...;
(iii) lim inft  +0 a$(t) b(t)>0.
Then H=&2g , X=b(,) satisfy (A1)(A4) with B=1+H, A=X,
m=1&=2.
Remark. Clearly, a(t)=tr (r>1) satisfies (i)(iii). However, the hyper-
bolic case a(t)=t is excluded because (A3) fails.
5.3. Generalized Scattering Metric
Let M be a C compact manifold with boundary M, and let x #
C(M , R) be a defining function of M; that is, M :=M "M=[x>0],
M=[x=0], dx{0 on M. Choose an open neighborhood U of M, and
y # C (U & M , M) so that U & M % p  (x( p), y( p)) # [0, =)_M is dif-
feomorphic (0<=<<1), by which we identify U & M and [0, =)_M. Let
g be a C Riemannian metric on M=M "M such that on (0, =)_M
g(x, y)=h(x, y, dxx2, dyx),
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where h(x, y, dx, dy) is a C Riemannian metric on [0, =)_M. Assume
further there is $>0 such that
Hessg(1x2)$g near infinity.
Then X=1x (near infinity), H=&2g satisfy (A1)(A4) with A=X,
B=H+1, m=1&=2.
The metric g on M is called a scattering metric if g takes the following
form near infinity: (x, y) # (0, =)_M
g(x, y)=
|dx|2
x4
+
g$(x, y, dx, dy)
x2
,
where g$ is a C symmetric tensor field of type (0, 2) on [0, =)_M
satisfying that g$(0, y, 0, dy) is a C Riemannian metric on M (cf. [21]).
In our notation, h(x, y, dx, dy)=|dx|2+ g$(x, y, x dx, dy). In this case, the
convexity of 1x2 is automatically satisfied.
Remark. See [21] for sharper results concerning the scattering metric.
5.4. Metric of Separation of Variables near Infinity
Let (M, g) be a C Riemannian manifold. Assume that there exist a C
compact Riemannian manifold (N, |), and a C diffeomorphism / from
(0, )_N to an open subset U of M satisfying
/*g=dtdt+ f (t)2 |; M"/((1, )_N) is compact,
where f # C((0, ); R) satisfies
(i) | f (k)(t)f (t)|Ck t&k, t>18 (k=0, 1, ...);
(ii) with $>0, tf $(t)f (t)$ (t>>1).
Then H=&2g , X=r satisfy (A1)(A4) with A=X, B=1+H, m=
1&=2. Here r # C(M, R) is a function satisfying r1 and /*r=t (t>2).
This is applicable, for example, to the case that M=Rd; g=|x|2s |dx| 2 for
|x|>>1 (s>&1), g=e2a |x| |dx| 2 for |x|>>1 (a>0).
APPENDIX
A. Scale of Spaces Associated with Two Self-Adjoint Operators
This appendix discusses the scale of spaces associated with two self-
adjoint operators in a self-contained manner to serve as future reference.
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Let H be a Hilbert space, and A, B positive definite self-adjoint operators
on H satisfying A1, B1. Put D(t, s)=D(BtAs) (t, s0), S=t, s0 D(t, s);
D(t, s) has a natural Hilbert space structure with the norm &u&D (t, s)=&BtAsu&.
Assume (A1) and (A2) in Section 1 with 0<&1.
First, recall a functional-analytic formula expressing a function f (S) of a
self-adjoint operator S via the resolvent (z&S)&1 with the aid of an almost
analytic extension of f.
Lemma A.1 (cf. [3, Appendix C; 11, Proposition 7.2]). (1) If F #
C1(C) verifies
|F(z)|C(z) &=, z # C; |z F(z)|C(z) &2&= |Iz|, z # C
with =>0, then for every self-adjoint operator S, the following formula holds:
f (S)=
1
2?i | z F(z)(z&S)
&1 dz 7 dz , f =F |R . (a.1)
Here z =2&1(x+iy), and z=x+iy.
(2) Take / # C 0 (R) such that 0/1, /(t)=1 if |t|<12, /(t)=0
if |t|>1. For n # Z+=[0, 1, 2, ...], define AAEn # L(C (R), C(C)) by
AAEn f (x+iy)=nj=0 (1j !) f
( j)(x)(iy) j /( y(x) ). Then
(i) (AAEn f )| R = f;
(ii) supp(AAEn f )/[z # C; |Iz|1+|Rz|];
(iii) for * # R, : # Z2+ , there exists C=C(:, n, *)>0 such that
|:x, y AAEn f (z)|C | f | n+|:|; S * (z)
*&|:|, z # C, f # S*(R);
(iv) for * # R, : # Z2+ , there exists C$=C$(:, N, *)>0 such that
|:x, y z AAEn f (z)|C$| f |n+1+|:|; S * (z)
*&1&n&|:| |Iz|n,
z # C, f # S*(R).
We shall obtain the estimates of the resolvents (z&A)&1 and (z&B)&1
in Lemmas A.2 and A.6, respectively. For an operator T, put dT (z)=
dist(z, _(T )), where _(T ) indicates the spectrum of T.
Lemma A.2. (1) For N # Z+ , z  _(A),
adN(z&A)&1Bu=(z&A)
&N (adNA B)(z&A)
&N u, u # D(B).
(2) For z  _(A), (z&A)&1 # L(D(Bt)) (t0).
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(3) B # L(D(t+1, k), D(t, k)) (t0, k # Z+).
(4) For t0, there exists Ct>0 such that
&Bt(z&A)&1 B&t&CtdA(z)&1 (1+dA(z)&t&), z  _(A). (a.2)
Proof. (1) Assume the claim is true for N. Then we have
adN+1(z&A)&1 B=(z&A)
&N ad (z&A)&1(ad
N
A B)(z&A)
&N
=(z&A)&N&1 (adN+1A B)(z&A)
&N&1
first as a form on D(B), and hence as an operator on D(B), which com-
pletes the proof by induction.
(2) Let z  _(A). Suppose that (z&A)&1 # L(D(Bt)) for some t1.
By interpolation, (z&A)&1 # L(D(B(t$))) for every 0t$t. By virtue of (1),
(z&A)&1 u=B&1(z&A)&1 Bu&B&1(z&A)&1 (adA B)(z&A)&1 u,
u # D(B).
Since adA B # L(D(Bt), D(Bt&1+&)), it follows that (z&A)&1 # L(D(Bt+&)).
By induction on t and interpolation, the proof is complete.
(3) By virtue of (1), we have
BA&ku= :
k
j=0
(&1) j \kj+ A j&kad jA&1 Bu
= :
k
j=0 \
k
j + A&k(ad jA B) A& ju, u # D(B).
So (2) gives
BtAkBA&kB&1&t= :
k
j=0 \
k
j + Bt(ad jA B) A& jB&1&t # L(H).
(4) Let z  _(A). Put at(z)=&Bt(z&A)&1 B&t&, t0. By interpolation,
a%t(z)a0(z)1&% at(z)%, 0%1.
So it is sufficient to consider the case that t=k # N. By (2), we have as a
form on D(Bk)
Bk(z&A)&1=(z&A)&1 Bk+(z&A)&1 [Bk, A](z&A)&1.
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By (3) and (A2), the commutator [Bk, A] above has an extension Tk #
L(D(Bk&&), H). Hence
ak(z)
1
dA(z)
+
1
dA(z)
&TkB&&k& ak&&(z)

1
dA(z)
+
Ck
dA(z)1+&k
ak(z)1&&k.
Then the lemma below gives the assertion. K
Lemma A.3. If nonnegative numbers t, :, ; satisfy t:+;t1&% with
0<%1, then t2:+(2;)1%.
Proof. If :;t1&%, then t(2;)1%; if :;t1&%, then t2:. K
Lemma A.4. (1) For t0, there exist N # N, C>0 satisfying
&Btf (A) B&t&C | f |N; S 0 , f # S0(R).
(2) If fn  f weakly in S0(R), then Cl(Btfn(A) B&t)  Cl(Btf (A) B&t)
strongly on H as n   (t # R).
(3) f (A) # L(D(t, s), D(t, s&*)) if f # S*(R), t, s, s&*0.
Proof. (1) Let t # N be fixed. For f # S(R), put F=AAEN f (see
Lemma A.1) with a large parameter N # N. By (a.1), we have as a form
on D(Bt)
f (A) Bt&Btf (A)=
1
2?i | z F(z) } (z&A)
&1 adA Bt(z&A)&1 dz 7 dz .
(a.3)
Since
|z F(z)|C | f |N+1; S0 (z) &1&N |Iz| N, z # C,
&(z&A)&1 adA Bt(z&A)&1 B&t&C |Iz|&2 (1+|Iz| 1&t&), z # C,
(a.3) holds also for f # S0(R) if N1+t& by approximation argument,
and there exists C>0 satisfying
&Btf (A) B&t&C | f |N+1; S 0 , f # S 0(R).
By interpolation, the proof is complete.
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(2) By virtue of (1), &Cl(Btfn(A) B&t)& is uniformly bounded with
respect to n # N. So it is sufficient to prove that limn   &Bk( fn(A)&
f (A)) u&=0 for u # {0 D(B{), k # N. This follows in the same way as in
the proof of (1) if we set Fn=AAEN fn with N1+&k, and apply
Lebesgue’s dominated convergence theorem to the following
Bkfn(A) u=fn(A) Bku&
1
2?i | z Fn(z) } (z&A)
&1
_(adA Bk)(z&A)&1 u dz 7 dz .
(3) This follows immediately from (1). K
Lemma A.5. (1) D(t$, s$)/D(t, s) if 0tt$ and 0ss$.
(2) S has a natural Fre chet space structure, and is dense in D(t, s)
(t, s0).
Proof. (1) D(t, s$)/D(t, s) by Lemma A.4 (3), and D(t$, s$)/D(t, s$) by
definition.
(2) Take : # C 0 (R) such that :(0)=1 and put :n(t)=:(tn). For
u # D(t, s), put un=A&s:n(A) :n(B) Asu. By virtue of Lemma A.4, un # S,
and BtAsun=(Bt:n(A) B&t) :n(B)(BtAsu)  BtAsu strongly in H as n  .
So S is dense in D(t, s). By (1), S=n=0 D
(n, n), and hence S has a
Fre chet space structure. K
Lemma A.6. (1) For z  _(B), (z&B)&1 # L(D(As) ) (s  0), and
(z&B)&1 # L(S).
(2) For s0, there exists Cs>0 such that
&As(z&B)&1 A&s&
CsdB(z)&1 (1+((z) 1&&dB(z))s), z  _(B). (a.4)
Proof. (1) Let z  _(B), t0 and k # N. Put Bz=B&z. By Lemmas
A.2 (3) and A.4 (3), we have for $>0
Bt(1+i$Ak) Bz(1+i$Ak)&1 B&tu
=Bzu+i$Bt[Ak, B](1+i$Ak)&1 B&tu, u # D(B).
By virtue of Lemma A.4 (1), we obtain
&Bt[Ak, B](1+i$Ak)&1 B&tB&1z &C1 &B
1+tAk&1(1+i$Ak)&1 B&1&t&
C2$1k&1
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with C1 , C2 > 0 independent of $ > 0; so, P := 1 + i$Bt [ Ak, B ]
(1+i$Ak)&1 B&tB&1z is invertible if $ is sufficiently small. Fix such $. Since
Bt(1+i$Ak) Bz(1+i$Ak)&1 B&t#PBz , it follows
Bt(1+i$Ak) B&1z (1+i$A)
&1 B&t=B&1z P
&1 # L(H),
that is, B&1z # L(D
(t, k), D(t+1, k))/L(D(t, k)). In particular, B&1z # L(S) and
B&1z # L(D(A
k)). We have B&1z # L(D(A
s)) for s0 by interpolation.
(2) Let z  _(B). Put bs(z)=&As(z&B)&1 A&s&, s0. It is sufficient
to consider the case that s=k # N. In the same way as in the proof of
Lemma A.2 (4), the relation
Ak(z&B)&1 A&k=(z&B)&1+(z&B)&1 [Ak, B](z&B)&1 A&k
implies that
bk(z)
1
dB(z)
+&B1&&(z&B)&1& }&Cl(B&&1[Ak, B] A1&k)&
_&Ak&1(z&B)&1 A1&k&

1
dB(z)
+Ck
(z) 1&&
dB(z)
bk&1(z)

1
dB(z)
+Ck
(z) 1&&
dB(z)1+1k
bk(z)1&1k.
Then Lemma A.3 gives the assertion. K
Lemma A.7. (1) Let P # L(S, H), and assume that the quadratic form
ad jA P on S_S is extended to an operator in L(D(B
*( j, t)), D(Bt)) for every
j # Z+ , t0 with *( j, t)0. Then P # L(S).
(2) For every j # Z+ , t # R, there exist C>0 and N # N such that
|(ad jA f (B) u, v)|C | f |N+1; S * &B
t+*u& &B&tv&,
f # S*(R), u, v # S. (a.5)
(3) If f # S *(R), then f (B) # L(S).
Proof. (1) We have as a form on S
PA&k= :
k
j=0 \
k
j + A&k(ad jA P) A& j.
By virtue of Lemma A.4 (3), we get P # L(D(b(k, t), k), D(t, k)) for t0, k # N,
where b(k, t)=max0 jk *( j, t). In particular, P # L(S).
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(2) First, consider the case that &1*0. For f # S*(R), put
F=AAEN f with a large parameter N # N. Let j # N, and z  _(B). We have
on S
ad jA(z&B)
&1= :
j
k=1
:
n1 , ..., nk # N
n1+ } } } +nk= j
C(n1 , ..., nk)(z&B)&1 (adn1A B)
_(z&B)&1 } } } (z&B)&1 (adnkA B)(z&B)
&1
with constants C(n1 , ..., nk). This implies that for t # R, j # N
&Bt ad jA(z&B)
&1 u&
C
(z) &*
|Iz|
:
j
k=1 \
(z) 1&&
dB(z) +
k
&Bt+*u&, z # C, u # S;
|z F(z)| } &Bt ad jA(z&B)
&1 u&
C$ | f |N+1; S * (z) &2&& &Bt+*u&, z # C, u # S
with C=C(t, j)>0, C$=C$(t, j)>0 if N= j+1. As a quadratic form
on S
ad jA f (B)=
1
2?i | z F(z) } ad
j
A(z&B)
&1 dz 7 dz .
So (a.5) follows immediately.
Next, consider the case *< &1. Write *=&n+r, n # N, &1r<0.
Since
ad jA f (B)= :
j0+ j1+ } } } + jn= j
j !
j0 ! j1 ! } } } jn !
(ad j0A (B
nf (B)))
_(ad j1A B
&1) } } } (ad jnA B
&1),
we can obtain (a.5).
Last, consider the case *0. Write *=n+r, n # N, &1r<0. Since
ad jA f (B)= :
j
k=0
j !
k !( j&k)!
(adkA(B
&nf (B)))(ad j&kA B
n),
we can obtain (a.5).
(3) This is a direct consequence of (1) and (2). K
Definition A.8. S$ (respectively H$) is the space of all continuous
anti-linear functionals on S (respectively H). By Riesz’ lemma, the map-
ping H % u [ Tu=(u, } )H # H$ gives an identification, through which H
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can be regarded as a subset of S$, since S is dense in H. A sequence [un]
in S$ is said to converge to u in S$, or simply written as un  u in S$,
if it converges to u pointwisely. L(S$) is the space of all sequentially
continuous linear operators on S$ in the sense above.
Remark. By Lemmas A.4 and A.7, As, Bt # L(S) & L(S$) for s, t # R.
Definition A.9. For t, s # R, D(t, s) is the Hilbert space defined by
D(t, s)=[u # S$; BtAsu # H], &u&D (t, s)=&BtAsu&.
Proposition A.10. S is dense in S$ in the sense that for every u # S$
there exists a sequence [un] in S such that un  u in S$.
Proof. For u # S$, there exist t, s0, C>0 such that |u(,)|
C &BtAs,&, , # S. By Riesz’ lemma, there exists w # D(t, s) such that
u(,)=(BtAsw, BtAs,). So u=AsBtv with v=BtAsw # H. Take vn # S such
that vn  v strongly in H as n  . Then un=AsBtvn # S and un  u
in S$. K
Proposition A.11. S is dense in D(t, s).
Proof. For u # D(t, s), take vn # S such that vn  BtAsu strongly in H
as n  . Then un=A&sB&tvn # S, and un  u strongly in D(t, s) as
n  . K
Proposition A.12. (D(t, s))$ D(&t, &s).
Proof. Riesz’ lemma gives a unitary operator T: (D(t, s))$ % u [ Tu # D(t, s)
defined by u(,)=(BtAsTu, BtAs,), , # D(t, s). Since u(,)=(AsB2tAsTu, ,),
, # S, we have u=AsB2tAsTu in S$. So we conclude that (D(t, s))$
D(&t, &s), because AsB2tAs: D(t, s)  D(&t, &s) is also unitary. K
Lemma A.13. Let P # L(S) & L(S$), and * # R. Assume that
Bt(ad jA P) B
&t&* # L(H) for every t # R, j # Z+ .
Let t, s # R, N # N, N>|s|. Then there is C(t, s, N)>0 independent of P
such that
&BtAsPA&sB&t&*&C(t, s, N) :
N
j=0
&Bt(ad jA P) B&t&*&. (a.6)
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Proof. By treating P* # L(S) & L(S$) instead of P, it is sufficient to
consider the case s>0. By integration by parts, we have for u # S
PA&su= :
N&1
j=0
(&1) j \&sj + A&s& j ad jA Pu+Ru;
Ru=
(&1)N
2?i |# z
&s(z&A)&N (adNA P)(z&A)
&1 u dz.
Here #: R  C : #(t)=12&ei?4t (t0), #(t)=12+e&i?4t (t0), and the
integral is convergent in S by (a.2). There is C=C(t, s, N)>0 such that
for every z # #(R)
&BtAs(z&A)&N adNA P(z&A)
&1 B&t&*&
C |z| s&N&1 &Bt adNA PB
&t&*&
by Lemma A.4. Hence &BtAsRB&t&*&C$(t, s, N) &Bt adNA PB
&t&*&. On
the other hand, BtA& jB&t # L(H) for j=0, 1, ..., N&1. So (a.6) follows.
K
Proposition A.14. For t, s, * # R, f (A) # L(D(t, s), D(t, s&*)) and f (B) #
L(D(t, s), D(t&*, s)) if f # S *(R). More precisely, there exist C, C$>0,
K, K$ # N such that for every f # S *(R)
& f (A)&L(D (t, s), D (t, s&*)) C | f |K; S* ;
& f (B)&L(D (t, s), D (t&*, s))C | f |K$; S* .
Proof. Lemmas A.4, A.7(2), A.13 give the assertion. K
Proposition A.15. (1) If fn  f weakly in S *(R) as n  , then for
each u # D(t, s), fn(B) u  f (B) u strongly in D (t&*, s) as n  .
(2) If fn  f weakly in S*(R) as n  , then for each u # D(t, s),
fn(A) u  f (A) u strongly in D(t, s&*) as n  .
Proof. This follows from Proposition A.14 by an approximation
argument. K
Proposition A.16. D(t, s)=[u # S$; AsBtu # H].
Proof. This follows easily from Proposition A.14. K
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Lemma A.17. For P # L(S) & L(S$), (i) and (ii) are equivalent.
(i)(a) B&b&kA&a& j adkB ad
j
A P # L(H) for every j, k # Z+ ,
(b) B&b&k adkB ad
j
A P } A
&a& j # L(H) for every j, k # Z+ ,
(c) B&b&kA&a& j adkB ad
j
A P* # L(H) for every j, k # Z+ , and
(d) B&b&k adkB ad
j
A P* } A
&a& j # L(H) for every j, k # Z+ .
(ii) P # L(D(t, s), D(t&b, s&a)) for every t, s # R.
Proof. Suppose (i). Since
B&k&bA& j&aPA jbk
=B&k&b :
j
j $=0 \
j
j $+ (&1) j $ A& j $&a(ad j $A P) Bk
=B&k&b :
j
j $=0
:
k
k$=0 \
j
j $+\
k
k$+ (&1) j $+k$ A& j $&aBk&k$(adk$B ad j $A P)
= :
j
j $=0
:
k
k$=0
C j $k$B&k$&bA& j $&a(adk$B ad
j $
A P)
with Cj $k$ # L(H), (a) implies P # L(D(&k& j), D(&k&b, &j&a)) for every
j, k # Z+ . In a similar fashion, (b) implies P # L(D(&k, j+a), D (&k&b, j)) for
every j, k # Z+ . By interpolation, P # L(D(&k, s), D(&k&b, s&a)) for every
k # Z+ , s # R. Here we have used Proposition A.16. Replacing P by P*, we
get P* # L(D(&k, s), D(&k&b, s&a)) for every k # Z+ , s # R by virtue of (c)
and (d). By duality, P # L(D(k+b, s), D(k, s&a)) for every k # Z+ , s # R. By
interpolation again, we get (ii).
The converse is trivial. K
B. Continuity Property of e&itB
We preserve the setting of Appendix A with the assumptions (A1) and
(A2) and show a continuity property of e&itB.
Proposition B.1. Put B(k)=kj=0 D
( j(1&&), k& j), k=0, 1, .... Then
e&itBu # C(R; B(k)) for u # B (k); further there exist Cj>0, C>0 such that
&Ake&itBu& :
k
j=0
Cj |t| j &B(1&&) jAk& ju&; (b.1)
&e&itB&L(B(k))(1+C |t| )k (b.2)
for u # S, t # R. Here C0=1. In particular, e&itBu # C(R; S) for u # S.
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Proof. Let  # S, and put u(t)=e&itB # C0(R; j=0 D(B
j)). For
0<=<1, put J= (1+=A)&1, A= AJ= , and u=j(t)=B
(1&&) jAk& j= u(t) #
C0(R; j=0 D(B
j)), j=0, ..., k, by virtue of Proposition A.14. Then
(t+iB) u=j(t)=C
=
j u j+1(t), j=0, 1, ..., k&1;
(t+iB) u=k(t)=0;
where
C =j =B
(1&&) j[iB, Ak& j= ] A
1+ j&k
= B
(&&1)(1+ j)
=&B(1&&) j :
k& j
n=1 \
k& j
n + (adnA= iB) A1&n= B(&&1)(1+ j)
=&B(1&&) j :
k& j
n=1 \
k& j
n + J n=(adnA iB) J=A1&nB(&&1)(1+ j).
By Proposition A.14,
&C =j &L(D(t, 0))C(t, j) for every 0<=<1.
Write
(t+iB) U =(t)=C =U =(t),
where
u=0(t)
U =(t)=\ b + # C0 \R; \,j=0 D(B j)+k+1+ ,u=k(t)
C ==\
0 C =0 0 0
+ .
0 C =1 0
0
C =k&1
0 0
Then it follows that
&U =(t)&D(B j ) k+1e*j |t| &U =(0)&D(B j) k+1 , t # R, 0<=<1,
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with *j=sup0<=<1 &C =&L(D(B j) k+1)<, j=0, 1. Further we have
&U =(t)&U =(t$)&H k+1 C(*0 , *1 , T ) |t&t$| &U =(0)&D(B) k+1 ,
|t|, |t$|T, 0<=<1. (b.3)
By the AscoliArzela theorem, there exists a sequence [=j], =j a 0, such that
[U =j (t)] converges in C 0 (R; weak-Hk+1). Letting =j  0, we obtain
u(t) # C0(R; B(k)) by (b.3), and
&u(t)&B (k)e*0 |t| &&B (k) , t # R. (b.4)
Next, suppose only  # B(k). Take n # S such that n   in B (k).
Then, by (b.4), un(t)=e&itBn converges in C(R, B(k)). This implies that
u(t)=e&itB # C(R; B (k)) and that (b.4) holds.
Now we know that e&itBu # C(R; S) if u # S. Let b # R. Since
&BbAke&itBu&="e&itBBbAku+|
t
0
e&i(t&{) BBb[iB, Ak] e&i{Bu d{"
&BbAku&+C } |
t
0
&Bb+(1&&)Ak&1e&i{Bu& d{ } ,
we have by induction on k # Z+
&BbAke&itBu& :
k
j=0
Cj |t| j &Bb+ j(1&&)Ak& ju&
for u # S, t # R with C0=1. Combining this with (b.4), we obtain (b.2). K
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